Takahiro Nagasawa: Oreshinbun
January 12 - February 2, 2019

eitoeiko is pleased to announce Takahiro Nagasawa’s Oreshinbun exhibition which runs from January 12 through February 2, 2019. Nagasawa is known for his artworks ‘Pro-yakyu gaho (NPB Pictorial)’ and ‘Ni-homeraretakute (Want to be praised by...)’. He attempted to make his new project ‘Oreshinbun(My own journal)’ in 2018. The project started at his hometown Higashine. Through the year the artist went to watch his favorites such as baseball and football, movie films, Rakugo and others. Nagasawa made them as drawing with color pencils. Oreshinbun is a diary with illustrations by the artist who is looking for the subject which really move his mind in the last year of Heisei period. Thank you very much for all the donors of fundraising.
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Artist: Takahiro Nagasawa
Exhibition Title: Oreshinbun
Exhibition date: January 12 - February 2, 2019
Preview for donors of fundraising: January 12, 12PM-6PM
Opening Party: Januart 12, 6PM-8PM
Open 12PM-7PM and closed on January 21 and January 28